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The Complete Book of Wedding Toasts contains over 300 toasts for every member of the wedding

party, plus appropriate poems, essays, Scripture verses, wedding history and traditions. The book

contains toasts for the many occasions that lead up to the wedding ceremony itself--showers, bridal

luncheons, rehearsal dinners, etc. It offers toasts to the bride and groom from their parents, siblings,

and wedding attendants, and includes sample toasts that the bride and groom can use to toast each

other and their families. This book will help you to compose and deliver a heartfelt, meaningful

tribute that will be remembered long after the wedding is over.
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I would like to compliment you on your book, The Complete Book of Wedding Toasts. It was most

helpful to me in creating my toast and prayer for my daughter's recent wedding. --Mark A. Chinn

We feel that this book is the best in its category. It is clearly written, well designed, and easy to use,

containing many touching, beautiful sentiments that can be adapted to fit any wedding need.

I needed to do a wedding toast, and while I have witnessed several, I was at a bit of a loss for what

to say.What this book did not do for me: it didn't give me a toast to use.What this book did for me:

Inspiration...it helped me get ideas for what to say! I think a toast should be genuine and from the

heart, and by reading the different toasts from multiple perspectives (i.e. mother of the bride, friend,



etc.) I was able to think of ideas and stories that helped me craft my own toast.Therefore, this book

is great if either 1) you like to "write your own material" and just want some inspiration or 2) can't

afford to hire a comedian or speechwriter.

There is nothing in this book you cannot find online for free. It is boring and unoriginal. I was very

disappointed. My daughter is getting married and I was hoping for some help. It was not to be found

in this book.

I just loved this book. I've been a bridesmaid so many times and have had to make toasts and say

"a few words" on many occasions. I just wish I had had this book ten years ago. Some of the toasts

actually brought tears to my eyes. It's truly a reference book that's written with heart, passion, and

humor. I recommend it to anyone who needs to come up with a meaningful speech for

anniversaries, weddings, any emotion-filled life event.

My brother got married recently and I was the best man. The thought of getting up and giving the

toast at the reception was really scary to me so he got me this book to help. When I read through

the book I found several that made a lot of sense so I combined a couple together and added a few

things of my own. It turned out great and I know I couldn't have done it without this book.

This is a very cool book! I was recently in my cousin's wedding and had to give a couple of

speeches about the bride and groom and it really gave me a lot of good ideas. There was lots to

choose from so that I sounded like I knew what I was talking about. Even my mother liked it. Well

worth it.

This book really allowed me to enjoy my daughter's wedding. Not only was it a great help to the

wedding party it was also a great help to me and my husband. We were able to give loving,

appropriate toasts with a minimum of nervousness. I highly recommend it.

fair

I was the bridesmaid in my friends wedding and this book provided me with the know how on

delivering an exceptional toast worthy of my best friend's wedding.I would highly recommend this

book to anyone.A must own
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